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Dear Readers,
It seems no time since
Christmas Cresset '81 made its
appearance and here we are looking
at Cresset '82.
An

eventful, if not entirely

happy year has passed and we face
a similar prospect for '83.

How-

ever, this is the time for us to
be cheerful, friend l y and helpful
all round.

A cordial smile , a

good humoured greeting or friendly
enquiry will do more for our spirits
than most of us realise .
Our contributors have done
their usual best as you will see.
So now read on and· enjoy a Happy New
Year.
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Olde Lancashire Proverbe
He who fries fish with more than one iron in the
fire deserves to have chips knocked off his block,
or else stand the heat of the kitchen .

GLOSSARY Of TERMS
following notes are offered as guidance to anyone aspiring to join
departments involved in the industrial development of combustion
li111eea.
A well docunented method of coal
combustion, combining every
conceivable advantage. Not to be
confused with the Escom Stoker, for
which similar claims are made.

Teat Boilerhouse:

A source for much ll'ljustified
complaint. Also a source of smoke,
grit, bad language etc. Acts like
a black hole with any novel boilers
which enter •
Site of the R. Don boiler, and
place of pilgrimage for many over a
considerable period of time. Coal
consumption on this boiler has been
commendably low, making a
significant contribution to energy
conservation. Worldwide sales are
predicted.

Fully Automatic:

Term applied to any coal burning
system which has a control panel
bearing more than two coloured
lamps and three switches or
buttons.

Visitor:

Keyword, meaning "top priority
job".

Director's Visitor:

Foreign gentleman, wishing to learn
how to burn Polish coal.

Amenity Value:

A meaningless term used to impress
a 'Director's Visitor'.

Team

Coal:

Meeting:

Bi-annual paperchase game played by
two teams, Ml's and above versus
'the rest'. Begins at 9.15 a.m. on
the first day by the chairman
declaring himself the winner and
ends two days l ater, five minutes
before f urnace section begin their
presentation.

An unlikeable black material
involving considerable difficu l ty
in all aspects of its acquisition
and disposal.
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Smalls Coal:

A man-made refined version of the
above with scarce! y surpassed
adhesive properties.

Coal Feeding Device:

An emotive term covering a range of
coal moving techniques excluding
manual use of a shovel.

Shovel:

Implement for clearing up spillages
after unblocking a 'Coal feeding
Device'.

Dense Phase feeder:

A panacea for all solids handling
problems. A mythological version for
feeding coal incrementally direct to a
boiler is the ultimate expression of
this device .

Clinker:

Hard glassy substance, valuable as a
fish tank decoration. The best variety
is produced by a mixture of heat, coal
ash and sand. Unfortunately, the best
Formula is no longer known as it was
smuggled from the NCB to S. Africa
several years ago.

Sand:

A brown gritty mineral which has found
favour as 'bed material?!' Expected to
be in short supply in the not too
distant future as reserves dwindle .
Shares in any Leighton Buzzard sand
quarry are to be recommended •

25 kg bag:

Maximum weight of sand a single person
is advised to lift. Married persons are
permitted double this weight.

Stainless Steel:

The most commonly used material of
construction. Believed to possess
magical powers to overcome all
engineering problems.

Lean Phase Conveying System:

An extremely effective means of cutting
holes through curved sections of metal
pipework.

3-Term Controller:

A piece of equipment thought capable of
correcting any deficiency in any process
merely by its presence in the· control
room.

THE BUDDING BUDGETEERS BIBLE
Here are some guidelines for

those who aspire to the higher

ele of Branch management where they may be involved in compiling
et forecasts for the following year.
(1)

Even if you have fifty projects
expenditure for, guess each one.

to

estimate

major

(2)

Do not take more than two nours over the whole exercise.

(3)

Always ensure that your total comes to 20-30% more than the
allowance for the current year.

The reason for (1) (2) and (3) is that it is quite certain that
e genius up in the stratosphere will arbitrarily slash your total
WI without 811Y regard to what it may mean to individual projects.
Thus, it is quite pointless spending lots of time on it. Better to
•t llltil the Directors and then the various NCB committees have each
reduced your submission and then work backwards from the final total
ta aee "1st can be done with the money! However, before getting to
this stage:

(4)

Resist all suggested cuts fierce! y on the grounds that you
and your staff have spent weeks working at the proposals and

even the smallest reduction will throw your Branch's R&D
strategy into total disarray.
(5)

In the end, give in gracefully to the inevitable (or in the
vernacular - "lie back and enjoy it")

(6)

Make noises about eventual! y having to do some reallocation
(to cover for the fact that you've spent very little time on
it so far).

The reason for (4) and (S) is that this performance will convince
higrer management that you really are enthusiastic about your work,
you are a good planner etc, a~so you have the ability, when pressed,
to see the "wider picture". The fact that you have been involved in
seemingly complex budget calculations whilst simultaneously running a
Branch will also impress.
In short, you are potential directorate
11aterial 8tld, who knows, if you follow these guidelines, then one day
you could be the "genius" slashing on everyone else's efforts (from a
great height).

A scooped out Turban Squash was used as a flower bowl in a

:ocal floral arrangement competition and brought forth the comment
:Mt it was "almost real 11 •
Squashes may have been grown as part of the ordinary diet of

ielicans way back in 6 , 500 B. C. , but they were not popular in this
ouse - until Halloween . Everyone wanted one then. With the flesh
cooped out and eyes, nose and mouth slits lit by a candle inside,
·ey were authentic, decorative Hal loween lanterns.
A happy ending.

KING JOHN AND PRINCE MAURICE?
We ltlderstand that John Highley and Maurice Fisher may be in l ine
for elevation to CRE. 's Royalty .

Both of them were nominated to attend a conference in the USA in
October but were booked on separate flights even though they take off
and land at virtually the same times from and to the same airports!
We can only conclude from this strange arrangement that these two
are considered as our best fluid bed systems designers and we can not
afford t o lose more than one of them .
If it is true:
Hai l King John
Long life to Prince Maurice
May we all shine i n their effulgence!
£d Note
On the other t)and perhaps this is merely a manifestation of the
lastest administrative policy for travelling, viz "Don 't send them
together - who knows what they might get up to1"

the end

